LOKA TEACHING RESIDENCY (8-19 October 2019)
Manikpur Village, Aurangabad district, Bihar

School, at the heart of a village

In the beginning of winter 2019, Anarya and I led a ten days long intensive art workshop
with twenty young adults of Loka School, Bihar. This very dynamic programme led to
creating a long painted mural on the exterior of the school wall and many other artworks
that were displayed at a final interactive exhibition for the whole village.
From the very first workshop session to the exhibition, there was much thinking together,
innovation, collaboration, new skills and materials and immense learning for us all –
participants, Loka staff and the Artreach team. This was definitely a very special workshop
and an engagement we envision continuing over time.
Here is more of what we did and what it meant to reactivate the relationship between
participants and their village, through artistic strategies.
Loka is located in Manikpur village, Aurangabad district, Bihar. The easiest way to reach is an
overnight train that dropped us at Anugraha Narain Road station, bustling, busy and very

chaotic. From there the school driver took us past the little town, through open fields and
down a muddy kutcha road to the village. Right at the beginning of the village, between
stretches of agricultural fields is the Loka campus – a little oasis in itself. Within the campus,
founders Charlotte and Sanat along with their team have worked hard over the past decade
to build a beautiful small school building, and a set of rooms for teachers like us to come
stay. It is minimal, but comfortable and surrounded by trees, their small organic farm and
many birds, even a cobra has taken residence!
On our first day of being at Loka, we were taken by a group of children around the school
and village. They were keen to tell us all about it. There are about 100 students in the
school, all coming from Manikpur and a couple of neighbouring villages. The school runs
classes from pre-primary up to class eight and the idea is that students going beyond class
eight will start learning various life skills, vocations and think innovatively of what they could
give back to their village through their education. The village has about 400 families, a total
of 1000 people or so, it is situated along the Punpun river and most families don’t own any
large agricultural land – they, therefore, work as labour on other’s fields or in cement and
other industrial units in not just Bihar but across the country.
We learnt quickly from conversations, that there was a severe lack of employment,
development and even basic sanitation or health care in the village. All the children coming
in were first-generation learners and it had been a real struggle to get the older girls – class
five onwards, to come at all! There are government schools set up in each village but
absolutely nothing happening there – no teachers, no students, no infrastructure. A
complete systemic failure – a case of not just Manikpur, but most of Bihar.
But within this school space, as it was apparent from the onset for us, there is immense
hope, freedom and a real sense of joy in learning and growing wiser. The small group of
teachers have constant meetings and it was lovely for us to be a part of these, to share the
techniques we work with and also our observations from the experiences with the kids as
we went along.
Looking closer, storytelling and a mural
We began our workshop’s first session sitting in a circle (in the hall space that was to be our
workshop room throughout) and opening up a conversation on what each of us associates
with ‘art’ and ‘creativity’. This conversation gave us insight into how original and
imaginative this group was. Looking at my diary notes from that day:
I have hardly ever felt so much alertness happen in people around me. Little people asking
big questions. Little people not shy or afraid of their original thought, that might well be
critical of what the world at large is doing, or is demanding of others to do. One participant
said that to her art was the way she did her hair every morning while another boy said art
was the whole universe. Many of them observed that drawings are able to communicate
across language, literacy or lack of it, age and other barriers. One child said he had shown
a drawing to his illiterate mother at home, and she was able to only then understand what
the story along with it was – reading it out wasn’t making enough sense to her, but through
the drawing she got it.

Our first day, post all this animated discussion, also involved close observation drawing.
Each participant collected one natural object from the surrounding campus – sticks, a
variety of leaves, stones. We observed them very closely with magnifying glasses, asking the
question ‘how much more can you see’. On small A5 cartridge sheets, each participant drew
these carefully, also looking at light and shadow, some of them adding colour.

We ended the day with talking through the plan for the week – I think its essential to tell
participants, especially young adults, what we as facilitators and art educators have in mind
for them, and also to ask them what they think of it or if theres something else that they
would like to do along with us. We spoke of the skills we were going to learn – drawing
nature, still life, mural painting and also visual story making and how thinking of ecology
and their own positions as young change makers for the development of the village was
going to be key throughout. We discussed the possibility of having an open day where the
village could come in and see all their creations, at the end.
Another key aspect to our workshops was playing movement and ice breaker games every
day – to build trust and loosen up in a short span of time, and this worked very well. The
children too started to lead these themselves, a few days in.

Notes from my diary on our second day:
At loka we wake up by 7am, because breakfast happens in the teachers dining hall at
7.30am, how wonderful to not continuously organize my own schedule and to actually
manage arising early enough to call it early!
Today we began the day with looking at images of the gigantic garbage dumps of Delhi,
followed by thinking of what we call a ‘river’ and if we can at all think of Yamuna as one.
We sat in a circle, thinking together, asking questions to the children, letting them talk to
each other and think of development, of city verses village and ecology. We then asked them
to illustrate and write about how they imagine their village, twenty years from now –
what they feel should stay the same, should be completely different and also why. We asked
them to say which part of this change was going to be their responsibility – something they
feel they can achieve in the future. And of course many interesting responses came in – from
having a library of world books, to a really big computer that everyone can use, to many
wanting to become teachers so as to instigate social change through it…
Later in the day, we did rounds of figure drawing and free sketching – the children loved
being able to just making big bold circles on paper, strong lines finding their own way
shooting across the sheet – the freedom to not make beautiful looking things at all…
From the third day onwards, we dived deep into making our draft for what would become a
large co created mural on the exterior boundary wall of the school. From diary notes of that
day:
We led the group through a v ery engaged session of shadow drawing – with their sheets
clipped to boards, out in the garden, tracing shadows of various plants. They were annoyed
at first by the how light kept shifting, leaves moved, bugs arrived; but soon fell deeply in love
with this automatic drawing – going on for over an hour.
After a break, in which Anarya and I actually sat with the Loka staff and shared some of our
methods of teaching with them over tea in the garden, we returned to show the kids a set of
videos and photos by abstract artists the world over, from Kendridge to Sonakshi Singh. We
then questioned and conversed about what art was in these, whether there was a story,
whether we were creating the story and also just about materials and methods used by
these various very different artists.
We came back to the shadow artworks by kids – placing them in rows in the center of the
room, we looked at all, tried to see different forms, small connections between different
images, and then even longer stories that some students came up with. It was amazing to
see how much they had taken to this formal activity, fearlessly making it their own in the
span of a day.

I think from this day till the end, we were really co-working with the students with clear
ends in mind. We were thinking about how to go from drawings done individually, to move
to a collaborative work and also how to paint on a large wall surface, and about the
exhibition. We worked on creating the mural over three days – day four to six and a little
winding up on the seventh. Deciding early on with Loka’s staff, we did not want to do
posters or literal drawings on the wall, but something more conceptual, that could lead
viewers into making their own stories when looking. This is how the shadow drawings
became central – they were blown up and became gigantic colourful dancing patterns on
the wall, slowly taking over the way leading into the village.
On the days spent painting outside – many conversations took place with villagers returning
from their days hard work in the evening – this was so interesting; suddenly making art
meant talking about it in a context where it was completely new, children trying to explain
what these forms were, other children who weren’t from Loka also coming and wanting to
be part of it all…much excitement!

Along the way, another focus of our activities from day three to seven was to draw what
each participant imagines their village to be like, twenty years from present. To not just
draw dreams, but then also think practically of what they would have to become or do, to
realize those dreams, whether it meant having a library in the village to better roads and
lighting. They worked hard at drawing, writing and making maps. It was very inspiring to see
how much these drawings meant to them – how closely associated and invested they were
in creating and thinking of what their life was going to be, through these visual stories and
what it means to envision a better future not just for themselves but the village space as a
whole.

Open Day-Exhibition and Letting the village in
On our final day of engagement, together with the kids we held and Open Day and invited
parents, grandparents, sisters and brothers of all children to come see what had been going
on over a week. Again, we asked the children how they would like to organize this and really
let them take lead – how do you want to hang the artworks, what do you want to share
through conversation with every one and also can we do some interactive activities with the
adults when they come in. Sanat also brought in the idea of making this an opportunity to
talk to adults of basic needs of the village which are often neglected and need to be
addressed by all so as to get action taken, whether it be water pipelines or roads being
constructed.
Much hard work by all children and Loka team along with us meant that we had a beautiful
display of artworks all along the corridors on jute ropes, some large charts on the wall and
also I brought in the idea of setting up a string painting activity that children could get the
adults to do and would be great fun.
Each child had a specific role to play and they carried this out so well. A large group of
people from the village came in around 4pm that day, first seeing the mural and listening
from one set of students how they made it – and then being led through the exhibition. The
string painting worked magically as grown ups came together to paint for the first time, also
a way to bring women and men, young and old into the same space. Children talked about
the drawings that showed the future of their village and this really created a sense of a
village meeting/ ‘panchayat’ led by children – children saying what they think the key
problems, needs and even solutions are and also demanding unity and solidarity.
Later in the day, the women stayed back to play a kabbadi match – they were so happy to
do this, one mother exclaimed, ‘I haven’t been so happy in years, like I was when I was a
child’. We collected in a group as night set in, out under the stars and the women sang
songs for us as they wanted to share these.
I think this end was a great beginning – more than we anticipated. It was a way to bring
artistic engagement much beyond paper and school campuses, to the outside village space
and also into making it a platform for bigger conversations. It definitely sparked of a new
connection for everyone, one that can continue to grow over time. We are grateful to the
Loka team and students for hosting and helping us through this programme and look
forward to planning our next engagement together.

